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Thursday Golf
Andrew Spitty (4) continues to impress, riding his current purple patch with
a sensational round on Thursday January 10, of two under par 69 for 42
stableford points. While the round was without doubt outstanding, a bogy on
the final hole and failure to birdie three of the four par fives would have
been disappointing by his standards. Spitty jointly holds the course record
of 67 and on his current form that mark looks seriously under threat.
Current Club Champion, Chris Waterson (8) is also in tremendous form,
recording another top round after failing to score on the par 3 ninth hole. A
double bogy on the final hole was the only other mis-step in a fighting round
of 41 points.
In third place, was this Month’s Medal winner, Doug Ellwood (24) who also
recorded a fine round of 41 points.
Terry Turvey, John Murphy and Kevin Sambrooks completed the ball pool.
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Nearest to the pins: Gary Hayes (3 ), Ron Schultze (5 ), Olive Spitty
th
th
(9 ), Tony Laughlin (13th), Doug Ellwood (16 ). NAGA: Denis Bacon

Saturday Golf

Fresh off his Ian Westland title win, Brady Gillingham (14) looks to be
enjoying his golf again, scoring a brilliant round to win the Greenwood Mugge
event on Saturday with 43 points. In a round that included two birdies,
Gillingham relished the hot conditions, playing well above his handicap.
Jarrad Walker (11) also favoured the conditions, producing the best round of
the day of six over par 77 and 42 points. In third place was Shane Dibsdale
(13) who looks to be coming back into form with a better than handicap score
of 40 points.
Deaniee Henderson (34) is again the Ladies winner with 35 points over
Michelle Dillon (10) who recorded 34 points.
James Meehan, Blake Shay, John Murphy and Allan Free completed the ball
pool.
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Nearest to the pins: Brady Gillingham (3 ), James Meehan (5 ), Phil Lloyd
th
th
(9 ), Blake Shay - Superpin (13th), Ray Dennis (16 ). NAGA: Phil Lloyd

Twilight Golf
Very hot conditions saw a small field for Tuesday’s Twilight event with
Lachlan Gillies winning the Golfers section, scoring net 30 from Brendan
Shields who recorded net 32. Chris Manners was third with net 32.5.
Andrew Lindsay won the Non-Golfers section with net 38.
Nearest the Pins: Scott Harry and Denis Bacon. Super Pin: Curley Doyle.
Nearest the line: Curley Doyle. Longest Drive: Andrew Lindsay.
Twilight golf is open to all golfers and non-golfers. Registration and play
every Tuesday between 4-6pm. If you’ve thought about playing, come along
and give it a go.

Ladies Report
No golf this week due to oppressive heat conditions on Wednesday.

Up-Coming Events
Saturday January 26: Autopro 4 Person Ambrose Event (Members please
bring a plate for afternoon tea)

